The spatial component of input signals often carries information crucial to a neuron's function, but models mapping synaptic inputs to the transmembrane potential can be computationally expensive. Existing reduced models of the neuron either merge compartments, thereby sacrificing the spatial specificity of inputs, or apply model reduction techniques that sacrifice the underlying electrophysiology of the model. We use Krylov subspace projection methods to construct reduced models of passive and quasi-active neurons that preserve both the spatial specificity of inputs and the electrophysiological interpretation as an RC and RLC circuit, respectively. Each reduced model accurately computes the potential at the spike initiation zone (SIZ) given a much smaller dimension and simulation time, as we show numerically and theoretically. The structure is preserved through the similarity in the circuit representations, for which we provide circuit diagrams and mathematical expressions for the circuit elements. Furthermore, the transformation from the full to the reduced system is straightforward and depends on intrinsic properties of the dendrite. As each reduced model is accurate and has a clear electrophysiological interpretation, the reduced models can be used not only to simulate morphologically accurate neurons but also to examine computations performed in dendrites.
Introduction
For many neurons the locations of active synapses provide important information about a given stimulus, and accurate models of such neurons must retain the spatial as well as the temporal component of dendritic input signals. For example, the Lobula Giant Movement Detector (LGMD), a collision-detecting neuron in the locust, tracks an object's movement within the locust's field of vision through the topology of the excitatory inputs onto its dendrites (Krapp and Gabbiani 2005; O'Shea and Rowell 1976) , and the locations of active synapses depend on the object's location in visual space. As a second example, synaptic locations within the dendritic tree of a CA1 pyramidal cell in the hippocampus depend on the distinct brain regions containing the presynaptic neurons, where afferents from the neighboring CA3 subregion synapse onto the apical trunk while afferents from the entorhinal cortex (EC) synapse onto the distal apical tuft (Johnston and Amaral 1998) . Both modeling and experimental studies indicate that this spatial distribution may cause the CA3 input signal to gate the transmission of the EC signal to the soma as well as the back-propagation of action potentials necessary for Hebbian plasticity at the distal EC-CA1 synapses (Golding et al. 2001; Jarsky et al. 2005; Spruston 2008) .
While the spatial component of input signals can be crucial, retaining the spatial specificity of inputs necessitates complex computational models with potentially tens of thousands of variables. Wilfrid Rall was the first to systematically reduce the spatial complexity of the dendritic tree, showing that under certain conditions, the passive dendritic tree can be mapped to a single equivalent cable (Rall 1959) . The assumptions prescribed by Rall, however, are rarely satisfied in realistic dendrites, and models following his work (Poznanski 1991; Schierwagen 1989) were unable to relax the assumptions enough to render the reduction useful to models of the general dendritic tree. Since the work of Rall, several reduced models have been constructed to capture a certain functional aspect of the neuron while requiring a much smaller dimension and simulation time. These methods can be sorted into two broad classes.
The first class merges compartments, thereby coarsening the spatial discretization. The simplest method is to model an isopotential cell in which dendrites play no role. Other models divide the neuron into proximal and distal regions and empirically determine the electrical properties of the dendrite within each region. These models are successful in that they can reproduce complex behaviors, such as bursts of activity (Traub et al. 1991) and spike shapes (Bush and Sejnowski 1993) . The reduction procedure is intuitive, and the reduced models have a clear biological interpretation that can lead to theories regarding dendritic function, e.g., (Pinsky and Rinzel 1994) . However, the spatial specificity in the input signal is sacrificed.
The second class employs model reduction techniques, such as Krylov subspace projection methods (Kellems et al. 2009; Yan and Li 2011) and SVD-based methods (Kellems et al. 2009 (Kellems et al. , 2010 . These models retain the spatial component in the input signal and reproduce the potential at a few prescribed locations within the neuron. However, the reduction procedure for many of these models is far from intuitive, and existing reduced models have no apparent interpretation in terms of the electrophysiology underlying the original models.
We use Krylov subspace projection methods to construct reduced models of passive and quasi-active neurons that preserve both the spatial component of the input signal and the electrophysiological interpretation of the original models. The reduced models accurately capture the potential at a prescribed spike initiation zone (SIZ), typically assumed to be the soma, given a reduced system as little as 0.5% of the full system size with a speed-up factor of up to one hundred. Unlike existing reduced models, we adapt established reduction techniques so that the reduced models are represented by RC and RLC circuits similar to those representing the original passive and quasi-active models, respectively. Furthermore, the transformation from the full to the reduced system is straightforward and depends on intrinsic dendritic properties by which input signals are attenuated as they are transmitted to the SIZ.
We consider three cases: the passive neuron given injected current (Section 2), the quasi-active neuron given injected current (Section 3), and the passive neuron given synaptic conductances (Section 4). For each case we present the full and reduced models, explicitly compare the circuit structure of the reduced model to that of the full model, and determine the accuracy of the reduced system both numerically and theoretically.
The passive neuron given injected current is the simplest case as the model neglects all voltage-dependent ionic currents, resulting in a linear, time-invariant system. We use the classic reduction procedure referred to as PRIMA (Odabasioglu et al. 1998) . While the reduced model is standard, the link between the electrophysiology of the reduced model to that of the original model has not been established in the literature. We show how the reduction depends on dendritic properties and provide circuit diagrams for the full and reduced models, explicitly defining each circuit element. We also provide a more concise moment-matching proof to analyze the accuracy of the model than those found in the literature (Villemagne and Skelton 1987; Grimme 1997; Li and Bai 2005) . In Sections 3 and 4, we refer back to the models, circuits, and theory presented in this section as the latter two cases are natural extensions of this simplified setting.
The quasi-active model captures the linear perturbations of the transmembrane potential from rest and can be represented by an RLC circuit. Existing reduced models based on PRIMA (Yan and Li 2011) or SVDbased methods (Kellems et al. 2009) are not amenable to a circuit representation, and the electrophysiology of the reduced models is unclear. Techniques have been developed to preserve the block structure of a system's matrices (Li and Bai 2005; Freund 2011 ), simplifying the synthesis as an electrical circuit. However, an RLC circuit representation is not apparent from the direct application of these methods. We use the structure of the quasi-active neuron to adapt the reduction procedure presented in Li and Bai (2005) . The resulting RLC circuit for the reduced system relates to the original circuit in a similar fashion to the circuits for the passive neuron of Section 2.
The transmembrane potential for the passive neuron given synaptic conductances has a time-varying coefficient, causing the SIZ potential to depend nonlinearly on the synaptic conductance. Reduced models using projection methods have been constructed for weakly nonlinear systems by expanding the system as a Taylor series (Roychowdhury 1999) , Volterra series (Phillips 2000 (Phillips , 2003 Bai and Skoogh 2006; Lin et al. 2009 ), or quadratic expression (Gu 2011) . The primary issue with these methods is that the reduced system grows in size with the number of synapses, although there are techniques to limit this growth (Li and Pileggi 2005) . Yan and Li recently presented a reduced model in which the potential is accurately captured at proximal synapses (Yan and Li 2011) . However, distal synapses often carry crucial information. For example, LGMD neurons track the trajectory of a looming object through the locations of activated synapses, and proximal synapses are not activated until the object is near the locust. Thus, much of the trajectory would be lost if only considering proximal synapses. Similarly, afferents from the EC carrying information regarding the external environment synapse onto the distal regions of CA1 pyramidal cells. For many practical applications, these distal synapses cannot be neglected.
We present a complementary reduced model by using the same transformation derived for injected current in Section 2. The reduced model improves the Yan and Li reduced model in that it is independent of the locations and number of synapses. We follow the lead of Phillips (2000) in determining the accuracy through expanding the system as a Volterra series. We analytically and numerically determine the convergence rate of the Volterra series and the accuracy of the reduced system in capturing the first two Volterra terms.
Current injection into the passive neuron
We begin by constructing a reduced model for the passive neuron given current injections, a time-invariant, linear system neglecting all voltage-dependent currents. We derive both the full and reduced systems in the context of a cable, or single dendritic branch, for simplicity of notation. The models can be generalized for any neuronal morphology with additional notation and current balance at each junction between branches.
In Section 2.1 we derive the continuous cable equations, beginning with the general nonlinear equation governing the transmembrane potential and approximating this equation to arrive at the classic passive cable equation. Spatial discretization leads to the full model for the passive cable, presented in Section 2.2, which we reduce using the PRIMA algorithm in Section 2.3 and numerically test in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we establish the link between the electrophysiology of the full and reduced systems by explicitly comparing the RC circuits representing both systems. We further interpret the transformation from the full system to the reduced system in terms of dendritic properties, both graphically and analytically. Section 2.6 contains a review of the theory underlying the reduced models, where we provide a more concise moment-matching proof for our particular application than can be found in the literature. We close the section by extending the reduced model to any general morphology and simulating a reduced CA1 pyramidal cell in Section 2.7.
The continuous cable equations
Consider an active sealed cable of length and radius a driven by m synaptic inputs at positions {x j : j = 1, . . . , m}, where each synapse j has an associated conductance g(x j , t) (mS) and reversal potential V(x j ) (mV). The cable's passive properties are described by its membrane capacitance C m (μF/cm 2 ), axial resistivity R a (k cm), leakage conductance g L (mS/cm 2 ), and leakage reversal potential V L (mV). The nonlinearities in the membrane potential are introduced through the cell's active ionic channels characterized by voltagedependent conductances. Let I act denote the active current passing through the cell membrane. Then, the transmembrane potential, φ(x, t), is governed by
where φ is the resting potential and δ denotes the Diracdelta function. We begin by considering the passive cable for which I act = 0. The resting potential is given by φ = V L , and the change of variables,
For small, transient synaptic conductances, the potential is close to rest while the synapse is active. We can then approximate Eq. (2) by the corresponding system for current injection,
To develop intuition, we begin by constructing the reduced model of the passive uniform cable for which the potential is governed by Eq. (3), and we show how the results easily extend to the general dendritic tree in Section 2.7. We will return to Eqs. (1) and (2) when we reduce the quasi-active system and the passive system driven by synaptic input in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
The discrete passive cable
Upon spatial discretization of Eq. (3) into compartments of length dx, we arrive at the circuit of Fig. 2(a) containing n = /dx compartments. Our interest is in the potential at the spike initiation zone (SIZ), usually assumed to be the soma, which is determined through the n-dimensional linear system
where v j is the transmembrane potential at the center of compartment j, and y is the potential at the SIZ. The capacitance and conductance matrices are given by
respectively, where A ≡ 2πadx is the compartmental surface area and I n is the n × n identity matrix. G ax encodes the dendritic structure such that the j th element of G ax v is the total axial current entering compartment j. For the uniform cable,
Each input location, x j , now corresponds to an input compartment, p j = ceil(x j /dx), giving rise to the input vector u with nonzero elements
Finally, the output, y, is obtained through the canonical unit vector, e SIZ , which takes a value of 1 at the element corresponding to the SIZ.
The reduced model
Given a reducer X of size n × r, where r n, the reduced system is constructed such that its state vector,v, obeys X T (CXv + GXv − u) = 0. That is, the residual of Eq. (4) evaluated at v = Xv is orthogonal to X (Gugercin et al. 2008 ). This condition is satisfied by the reduced system
where the reduced r × r capacitance and conductance matrices are respectively given bŷ
and the input vector u contains the inputs driving each compartment of the full model, given by Eq. (7). The goal of model reduction is to construct X such thatŷ ≈ y, the SIZ potential, while the resulting reduced system has a much smaller dimension than does the full system. As the passive neuron is well represented by an RC circuit, we use a reduction procedure shown to be effective for reducing RC circuits (Odabasioglu et al. 1998 ). The idea is to project the full system onto a particular Krylov subspace of dimension r. For any given matrix A and vector b , let sp(A) denote the range of A, or the span of its columns, and define the Krylov subspace
, then the reduced system accurately captures the SIZ potential both in theory and in practice. Such a reducer can be generated from the basis vectors
For numerical stability one may use the Arnoldi procedure to orthogonalize the columns of X basis , thereby obtaining a well-conditioned system for which X T X = I r . Algorithm 1 outlines this procedure. The algorithm is classic and can be found in many texts, including Trefethen and Bau (1997) .
Numerical examples
Consider the passive uniform cable for which
Unless otherwise specified, these parameters are used throughout the paper, although results would Algorithm 1 Arnoldi procedure for the uniform cable Input: G, e SIZ , r Output:
be similar given any realistic parameter set. Assume each synapse j is excitatory, where E p j = 50 mV. For Example 1 we drive this cable with square pulse conductances, each of duration 1 ms with a peak conductance, g. Given the onset time p j , the conductance at synapse j is given by
where
and 0 otherwise. For Example 2 we apply the alpha conductances
For both examples the synaptic compartments, { p j }, and onset times, {t p j }, are selected randomly. The numerics indicate that the SIZ potential is wellapproximated using a reduced system no greater than 5% of the full system size, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Example 1 can be considered as a worst case scenario as sharp input pulses elicit jagged responses in the potential. The results of these two examples are representative, and the reduction is similarly effective for any general injected currents.
Electrophysiology of the reduced model
Since X is orthonormal, by Eqs. (5) and (9), C = AC m I n ⇒Ĉ = AC m I r , and
where I n and I r denote the n × n and r × r identity matrices, respectively. As C and G are symmetric positive definite, so too areĈ andĜ, the capacitance and conductance matrices for the reduced system. The full and reduced systems can thus be interpreted as RC circuits in which each compartment has a membrane capacitance, AC m , in parallel with a membrane leakage conductance, Ag L . To resolve the second term ofĜ, we decompose it into an axial term and an additional leakage term by setting
where the jth element ofĜ axv is the total axial current entering reduced compartment j, and Aĝ L, j is an additional leakage conductance for reduced compartment j. Since the sum of each row inĜ ax must be zero, Eq. (14) implies that for any j, k,
where X j denotes column j of X. The diagonal of Eq. (14) then reveals that for any j,
The circuits for the full and reduced systems are compared in Fig. 2 . ( j, k) , given by Eq. (15). Each reduced compartment j is driven by the injected input current X T j u, where X j denotes column j of X. The SIZ potential is approximated by the summation of the compartmental potentials weighted by the first row of X Given a reduced system of size r, the reduced system of size r + 1 can be easily constructed in the sense of both the underlying circuit and the reduced matrices. When adding compartment r + 1 to the reduced system, two resistors are added for each existing compartment j ≤ r. The first resistor is between compartment j and ground and has conductance −Ĝ ax ( j, r + 1), and the second resistor is between compartments j and r + 1 and has conductanceĜ ax ( j, r + 1). All existing components connected to compartment j remain unchanged, and the initial r × r submatrices ofĈ r+1 and G r+1 are simplyĈ r andĜ r , where the subscript specifies the reduced system size. This can be seen mathematically, where augmenting the n × r reducer X by X r+1 (a) (b) via one more step of the Arnoldi procedure leads to the reduced capacitance and conductance matrices,
, where X T GX r+1 = −Ĝ ax (1 : r, r + 1). Figure 3 illustrates the augmentation of the reduced circuit.
One unconventional nuance of the reduced circuit is that roughly half the conductances are negative. From a circuit standpoint, negative conductances can be interpreted as a reversal in polarity, which can be implemented through op-amps. From a neuronal standpoint, positive axial conductances connect two compartments that excite one another, and negative axial conductances connect two compartments that inhibit one another. Similarly, positive leakage conductances imply that when the compartment is depolarized, positive current leaks out of the cell, as is the case for the full model. On the other hand, negative leakage conductances imply that positive current flows into depolarized compartments, causing a small depolarization to lead to large potential changes. However, the passivity of the overall circuit is maintained, a well-established result of the model reduction procedure (Freund 2000) .
Input mapping Given the input vector u, which contains the currents injected into each compartment of the full neuron, the input current X T j u is injected into each compartment j of the reduced neuron. The columns of X thus map the true inputs to their reduced representation. The element in each column corresponding to the SIZ compartment then weights each potential to approximate the SIZ potential. Figure 4 shows the columns and basis vectors of X.
As the only degree of freedom in constructing the reduced model is the choice of X basis , we pause to derive its analytical expression. Assuming compartment 1 contains the SIZ, the first column of X is the normalized solution of GX 1 = e SIZ , i.e.,
where S is the second difference matrix in Eq. (6) and g ax = πa 2 /(R a dx). We divide by dx and let dx → 0 to arrive at the boundary value problem for the continuous analogue of X 1 ,
is the commonly used space constant. The solution is proportional to cosh(( − x)/λ). (10)) presented as a function of distance from the SIZ. The columns are orthogonalized to construct the columns of X. (b) Orthonormal columns of X. Column 1 (solid black) specifies the relative impact that current injected at each location has on reduced compartment 1. The remaining two curves specify the impact that injected current has on reduced compartments 2 and 3. The circled elements weight the compartmental potentials as they are summed to approximate the SIZ potential Hence X 1 , which maps the true inputs into the input for reduced compartment 1, acts as the dendritic filter to attenuate each input according to the electrotonic distance between the synapse and SIZ. The subsequent basis vectors are given by the inverse iteration on G, where for any j,
The sequence converges to the constant eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of G.
Theory
In Fig. 1 we demonstrate that if X is generated from the basis vectors given by Eq. (10), then the SIZ potential is well-approximated by the reduced system. We now provide the theory justifying our choice for X basis . According to the classic theory for moment-matching methods, the accuracy of the reduced system can be analyzed by examining the transfer functions, H andĤ, which provide the input-output maps in the frequency domain,
where L denotes the Laplace transform. The transfer functions are given by
The inverse Laplace transform leads to the error bound
Hence the goal is to minimize the error between the transfer functions along the imaginary axis. For the passive system, H has only real, negative poles and is a low-pass filter, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . We thus seek a reduced system for whichĤ ≈ H at low frequencies and compute the Taylor expansions about the origin, The reducer is constructed to match the leading r moments, for ifM
We modify Theorem 3.3 of Li and Bai (2005) to obtain Proposition 1.
Proof Define P ≡ XĜ −1 X T G. Since P 2 = P and PX = X, P is an oblique projector onto sp(X). Thus,
by Eq. (18), where the penultimate equality follows from the assumption that G −1 e SIZ ∈ sp(X) and the fact that P acts like the identity on sp(X). By substitutinĝ C = X T CX into Eq. (18),
, where the penultimate equality follows from the assumption that (G −1 C)G −1 e SIZ ∈ sp(X). The remaining moment equalities follow in an identical fashion.
Note that for the uniform cable,
In this case a reducer generated from Eq. (10) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1. In Fig. 5 we illustrate that the transfer function, H, is a low-pass filter wellapproximated byĤ at small frequencies.
Extension to the dendritic tree
Consider a dendritic tree with a general morphology in which the radius varies in space, but C m , g L , and V L are uniform. The formulation and structure of the reduced model extend easily to this more general case. For any j, let A j = 2πa j dx be the surface area of compartment j, and define the diagonal matrix D such that
The capacitance and conductance matrices of the full system are slightly modified, given by
where the jth element of G ax v is again the axial current entering compartment j. Proposition 1 holds for any given G and C such that G is invertible, and for any k ≤ r, the kth basis vector for X becomes 
We construct X via the modified Arnoldi procedure detailed in Algorithm 2 such that X T DX = I r , leading to the reduced matriceŝ Using this procedure, each compartment j of the full neuron has the membrane capacitance, A j C m , and membrane leakage conductance, A j g L . Similarly, each compartment j of the reduced neuron has a membrane capacitance, AC m , and membrane leakage conductance, Ag L . All other circuit elements are identical to those in Fig. 2 . We provide the numerical example of reducing a CA1 pyramidal cell in Fig. 6 .
Current injection into the quasi-active neuron
The quasi-active model linearizes the active, or voltagedependent, currents about rest, capturing the linear perturbation of the transmembrane potential from its resting state. Hodgkin and Huxley first introduced the quasi-active model in their seminal work (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952) , and it has been widely used as it retains properties of the neuron, such as resonance and stability, but it is more tractable than the active model. See Chapter 5 of Gabbiani and Cox (2010) for a detailed description.
We derive the quasi-active model in Section 3.1 using the instructive example of I act = I h , the so-called hcurrent that allows both sodium and potassium ions to pass and activates upon hyperpolarization. Through a change of variables, we present the model in terms of the underlying RLC circuit, as was done in Chapter 10 of Koch (1999) . Existing reduced models are not amenable to a circuit representation, but we adapt the reduction technique presented in Li and Bai (2005) to synthesize the reduced circuit, presenting the reduced model in Section 3.2 and comparing the full and reduced circuits in Section 3.3.
The theory concerning matching moments of the transfer functions is divided into three propositions, presented in Section 3.4. Proposition 2 is the standard moment-matching proposition for the reduced quasiactive system derived from PRIMA. Proposition 3 establishes the accuracy of the reducer presented in Li and Bai (2005) , which preserves the block structure in the system's matrices. In Proposition 4 we simplify the Li and Bai reducer using the structure of the quasiactive system to synthesize the reduced system as an RLC circuit.
We then extend the results in Section 3.5 by modeling multiple ionic currents within a neuron with a general dendritic morphology. We go beyond what is typically presented in the literature to determine the accuracy of the reduced system as a function of the neuron's resonance and stability as well as the point about which the Taylor series of each transfer function is expanded.
The discrete quasi-active cable
Consider the h-current given by
where g h is the peak conductance (mS/cm 2 ) and V h = −40 mV is the reversal potential. If the transmembrane potential, φ, were constant, the gating variable, q, would approach q ∞ (φ) with a rate determined by τ q (φ). The formulas and plots of both functionals can be found in Chapter 5 of Gabbiani and Cox (2010) . The potential is governed by Eq. (1) with I act = I h , and the resting potential, φ, satisfies
Given the conductance at synapse j, g(x j , t) = ε g(x j , t) for some small ε > 0, the potential and gating variable can be written as
. We write τ q and q ∞ as Taylor expansions about φ and expand Eqs. (1) and (21), matching terms of order ε to obtain the linear perturbations from rest,
The cable has two additional resistors and one additional inductor, given by
where g q 1 and g q 2 have the units mS/cm 2 , and L q has the units H · cm 2 . The n-dimensional current i is defined
We discretize in space with compartment length dx to model the cable using n = /dx compartments. Given the state vector of size 2n, z
T , the SIZ potential is determined by
C and G are given by Eq. (5), and the compartments { p j } containing synapses give rise to the nonzero elements of the n-dimensional input vector u, given by
The reduced model
Similar to the construction of the reduced model for the passive system, the reduced quasi-active model is constructed from a reducer X of size 2n × 2r, where the SIZ potential approximation is determined bŷ
For the general quasi-active system with g gating variables and n compartments, PRIMA specifies that the reducer be derived from
k=0 for some reduced system size r. While the resulting reduced system is accurate for small r (Yan and Li 2011) , the reduction requires inverting an ill-conditioned matrix of size (g + 1)n × (g + 1)n. We present a reduced system with the same accuracy that not only retains the circuit structure but also requires inverting an effective conductance matrix of size n × n similar to the conductance matrix given in Eq. (5).
Returning to the example of I act = I h , we first generate the n × r matrix X from the basis vectors
such that X = orth(X basis ), where
The 2n × 2r reducer X is then given by
X can be generated using Algorithm 1 with the input matrix G eff . Since the h-current is activated upon hyperpolarization, we test the reduced model using inhibitory synaptic inputs and plot the results in Fig. 7 . Since X T X = I r , the reduced matrices are given bŷ
whereĜ ax andĝ L are given by Eqs. (15) and (16) T . For each reduced compartment k, Aî k is the current to ground passing through an inductor and resistor in series with inductance L q /A and conductance Ag q 2 , andφ k is the linear perturbation from rest of the potential. Therefore, all currents flowing to ground in the full neuron are preserved in the reduced neuron, and both the axial conductances and the additional leakage conductances in the reduced neuron are identical to those found in the reduced passive neuron. The full and reduced circuits for the quasi-active model are compared in Fig. 8 .
Theory
The theory underlying the reduced quasi-active model uses the block structure in the system's matrices to extend the theory presented in Section 2.6. The Laplace transforms of Eqs. (25) and (27) 
As in Eq. (18), each transfer function can be expanded as a Taylor series about s = 0 with the moments
The reducer is constructed to match as many of the leading moments as possible given the reduced system size. Proposition 2 is the quasi-active analogue of Proposition 1.
Proof The proof follows in an identical fashion to that of Proposition 1.
To establish the accuracy of the reduced system given by Eqs. (27)- (30), we first consider a reducer in Proposition 3 that is directly based on the structurepreserving reduction technique presented in Section 4 of Li and Bai (2005) . We use this result in Proposition 4 to show the effectiveness of the reducer given by Eqs. (28)-(30). 
Proposition 3 Let the 2n × r matrix W be such that K r (G −T C, G −T L) ⊆ sp( W), and assume the n x r matrices X and Y satisfy
If the 2n × 2r reducer X is given by
Furthermore, the matrix structure is retained in the sense that if
The block structures of G, B, and L are similarly retained.
Proof The proof follows from Proposition 2 and the fact that sp( W) ⊆ sp(X ).
Proposition 4 Let G eff be given by Eq. (29), and assume that K r
Proof Define the 2n × r matrix W such that for any k ≤ r, both the first n elements and the last n elements in column k of W are given by G eff −k e SIZ . By Eq. (26),
and
, and Proposition 3 holds if K r (G eff −1 , G eff −1 e SIZ ) ⊆ sp(X) and Y = X.
Extension to the general quasi-active system
Dendritic tree Consider a dendritic tree with a general morphology for which I act = I h , the radius varies in space, and C m , g L , and g h are uniform. Given D and A of Eq. (19), the capacitance and conductance matrices of the full system become
respectively, where C and G are given by Eq. (20), and B and L are given by Eq. (26). One can show that the assumptions of Proposition 3 are satisfied if Y = X and sp(X) = sp(X basis ), where for any k ≤ r,
Furthermore, if X T DX = I r , then the reduced system preserves the RLC circuit structure. The n × r matrix X can be generated from Algorithm 2 using the input matrices G eff and D.
Multiple channel types The reduction procedure generalizes naturally for any active channel types. To demonstrate the generality of the method as well as its robustness to resonance and instability, we test the reduced quasi-active neuron for a CA1 pyramidal cell given the classic Hodgkin and Huxley sodium and potassium currents as well as the h-current. For this system, I act = I K + I Na + I h , where I h is given by Eq. (21);
, and V K = −77; and I Na = g Na m 3 h(φ − V Na ), g Na = 120, and V Na = 56;
with the units mS/cm 2 and mV. Let w ∈ {b , m, h, q} denote any gating variable, governed by τ w (φ)∂ t w = w ∞ (φ) − w. The formulas and plots for all functionals can be found in Chapter 4 of Gabbiani and Cox (2010) . As was done in Section 3.1, the potential and gating variables are written as φ = φ + ε φ + O(ε 2 ) and w = w + ε w + O(ε 2 ), and the linear perturbations from rest are determined by matching terms of order ε. With respect to the passive system, each gating variable adds two resistors and one inductor, where g q 1 , g q 2 , and L q are given by Eq. (23), and the expressions for g w 1 , g w 2 , and L w are derived analogously for any w. As in Eq. (24), each gating variable gives rise to the transmembrane current given by i w = (g w 2 /w ∞ (φ)) w. The state vector has size 5n and is governed by Eq. (25), where
As in Eq. (26), only the last n rows of B and L are nonzero, given by I n and e SIZ , respectively. The reduced matrices are given by Eq. (27), where X is a 5n × 5r block diagonal matrix with X on each n × r diagonal sub-block, and X satisfies sp(X) = sp(X basis ) and X T DX = I r . For any k ≤ r,
A numerical example is provided in Fig. 9 .
Theory: resonance and instability Unlike the passive system, the quasi-active system can become unstable under certain conditions, requiring the modification in the error bound (Eq. (17)),
where c depends only on the input u, and ω 0 is greater than the real component of all poles. Regardless of stability, the transfer function is a band-pass filter that peaks along the imaginary axis near ±iω res , where ω res is the cell's resonant frequency (rad/ms), which is generally nonzero. Since the reduced model is constructed such that the transfer functions agree near s 0 , the point about which each Taylor series is expanded, both resonance and instability cast doubt on the effectiveness of setting s 0 = 0. Consider the quasi-active cable with a uniform radius for which I act = I K + I Na + I h . In Fig. 10 we show the agreement between the transfer functions along the line of integration in Eq. (32) when s 0 = 0. As g h increases, the resonant frequency increases, causing the transfer function's peak to shift away from the origin and become sharper. For each value of g h tested, however, ω res is sufficiently small for the reduced transfer function to capture this peak given a relatively small reduced dimension. In general, if the temporal resonant . Each value of s 0 included in (a) gives rise to an accurate reduced system for sufficiently large r, but the optimal region seems to be between 0 and 0.3 frequency, f res , is less than 150 Hz, then ω res = 2π f res /1000 is less than one, implying thatĤ(iω res ) ≈ H(iω res ) for sufficiently large r sinceĤ(iω) = H(iω) + O(ω r ). The convergence slows as ω res increases, as illustrated in Fig. 10(d) .
We next examine the reduced output itself for a range of s 0 values. As shown in Li and Bai (2005) 
Therefore, the method used to generate the reducer X for s 0 = 0 can still be applied for a nonzero s 0 if G is replaced by G(s 0 ), s is replaced by s, and H( s) is expanded about s = 0. The reduced system is then equivalent to that derived for s 0 = 0 with G eff replaced by
the summations being taken over all gating variables. If s 0 is nonreal, then the reduced system is nonreal, creating nonreal potentials. We thus confine s 0 to the real axis. Figure 11 illustrates that although s 0 = 0 is not always the optimal choice, it is effective, even if the full system is unstable.
Synaptic drive of the passive neuron
The SIZ potential for the passive cable given synaptic input, given by Eq. (2), has a nonlinear dependence on the synaptic conductances. This nonlinearity causes an effect known as sublinear summation in which the potential given two inputs is less than the summation of the potentials given each input individually.
In Section 4.1 we present a reduced model that retains the RC circuit structure, is independent of the number and locations of synaptic inputs, and approximates the SIZ potential, capturing much of the sublinear summation effect. In Section 4.2 we expand Eq. (2) as a series of linear ODEs known as the Volterra series. We evaluate the convergence rate of the series for our application, which has not been done in the literature, and we derive the transfer functions and corresponding moments for each term. We close in Section 4.3 by numerically and analytically comparing our reduced system to a reduced system for which the potential is captured at the synapses, presented in Yan and Li (2011) . Much of the theory and simulations presented in this section are in the context of monosynaptic input; however, the results can be generalized for polysynaptic input with additional notation.
Methods and numerical results
Upon spatial discretization of Eq. (2) into n compartments, we arrive at the n-dimensional model determining the SIZ potential driven by m synaptic conductances,
The model is identical to that derived for injected input (Eq. (4)) with one additional term containing a time-varying coefficient of the membrane potential. For each synapse j at compartment p j , the n × n matrix
The reduced model of dimension r is again constructed from a reducer X of size n × r, where the SIZ potential approximation is determined bŷ
For each j,
A reduced model of Eq. (33) was recently presented in which the reducer, X, is constructed from the basis vectors, X basis = {G −k B} r−1 k=0 , for a given reduced system size r, where B = (e p 1 e p 2 . . . e p m ) given the canonical unit vectors {e p j } (Yan and Li 2011) . This reduced system captures the potential at all synapses, but the reducer and thus the reduced system depend on synaptic locations and grow with the number of synapses. We take a complementary approach by constructing the reducer from the basis vectors derived for injected input, given by Eq. (10). The resulting reduced system is independent of synaptic inputs and captures much of the sublinear summation effect, despite being derived from a reducer incorporating only the linear components of the system. We provide two numerical examples in Fig. 12 .
The circuit representation of the full system given by Eq. (33) is that of Fig. 2(a) augmented by a time-varying membrane conductance, g p j , at each compartment containing a synapse. Analogous to Eq. (14), we uncover 
implying that for any i, k ≤ r,
By the diagonal of Eq. (35), for each i ≤ r,
Therefore, a synapse is located at each compartment i of the reduced neuron with a synaptic conductance,ĝ i , dependent on the original synaptic conductances, {g p j }. An additional time-varying resistor also forms between any two compartments i and k of the reduced neuron with a conductance given byŴ ax (i, k) . The full and reduced RC circuits are compared in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 RC circuit structure of the passive cable given synaptic input. (a) Schematic of the full system with n compartments. Given the circuit for injected input of Fig. 2(a (15) and (36), respectively 4.2 Volterra series expansion for monosynaptic input The theory of Section 2.6 no longer applies as the time-varying coefficients render the transfer functions more difficult to compute. Following the lead of Phillips (2000 Phillips ( , 2003 , we expand Eq. (2) as a series of linear ODEs known as the Volterra series. The theory is presented in the context of monosynaptic input for simplicity of notation but can be generalized for polysynaptic input.
Assume the cable is driven by a single synaptic input at location x syn with conductance g(t) and reversal potential E. Let v 1 (x, t) be the solution of Eq. (3), where the synaptic input of Eq. (2) has been approximated by the injected input, g(t)δ(x − x syn )E. The nonlinearities are incorporated through the iterative sequence {v k }, where for any k ≥ 2,
As shown in Appendix A, Eq. (2) is solved by the Volterra series, v = v k . Upon spatial discretization,
Ee p , and
where compartment p contains the synapse, e p is a unit vector such that e p ( p) = 1, and C, G, and N are the matrices in Eq. (33). The reduced system can be similarly expanded by the infinite seriesv = v k , governed bŷ
whereĈ,Ĝ, andN are the matrices in Eq. (34). Given
SIZ Xv k , the SIZ potentials for the full and reduced systems are respectively given by y = y k andŷ = ŷ k .
Convergence rate We next derive an explicit expression for the convergence rate of the Volterra series, showing that v ≈ v 1 + v 2 for fast, small synaptic conductances. The theory is developed for the infinite-length cable for which the boundary conditions of Eqs. (3) and (38) 
The results obtained under this simplification can be applied to the finite cable, as we show numerically. Without loss of generality, assume x syn = 0.
Upon dividing Eqs. (3) and (38) by 2πag L , the governing equation for each Volterra term becomes
where λ and τ are the familiar space and time constants, given by
and the normalized synaptic conductance is given by
The heat equation governs
Thus,
given the Green's function
At the synapse x = 0, and
By the change of variables
Therefore, the synaptic potential of the first Volterra term is given by
One can similarly show that for any k ≥ 2,
Proposition 5 establishes the contribution of each Volterra term to the potential at the synapse. Since the cable is passive and has a single source at the synapse, the synaptic potential is the upper bound for the potential throughout the cable, or |v k (x, t)| ≤ |v k (0, t)| for any x, k, and t. [0,w] (t) be a normalized square-pulse conductance of amplitude c and width w. Each Volterra term obeys
Proposition 5 Let c(t) ≡ cχ
Proof By Eq. (40),
Thus, v 1 (0, t) attains its unique maximum at t = w. As all potentials decay exponentially to zero upon removal of the stimulus, each |v k (0, t)| attains its maximum when t ≤ w. By Eq. (41), if k ≥ 2 and t ≤ w,
which has the time derivative
This pattern continues for all k, and thus |v k (0, t)| attains its unique maximum when t = w for any k, leading to the error bound
given the change of variables s = u/ √ τ . Therefore,
The subthreshold potential depends largely on AMPA, kainate, and GABA A receptors, which are characterized by fast synaptic conductances (Destexhe et al. 1998) . Within the physiological range for these receptors, γ 1. For example, if g = 1 nS, w = 2 ms, and all other parameters are given by Eq. (11), then γ ≈ 0.098. Therefore, only the first few terms in the series make noticeable contributions to the synaptic potential and thus to the potential throughout the cable. Explicitly,
In Fig. 14 we illustrate the convergence of the series evaluated at the synapse when the synapse is at the cable's midpoint, in which case Eq. (42) applies, and at an endpoint, in which case the boundary conditions can no longer be ignored.
Moment-matching
Since each Volterra term is governed by a linear system, its transfer function provides a linear mapping from the input, g or gv k−1 , to the output, y k , in the frequency domain. As was done in Section 2.6, one can use the inverse Laplace transform to relate the error, max t |y (42) and derived for the infinite-length cable functions evaluated along the imaginary axis. As for the injected input case, each transfer function has only real, negative poles and is a low-pass filter. We thus write each transfer function as a Taylor expansion about the origin and analyze the accuracy of the reduced system by its ability to match the leading moments.
We derive the transfer functions in Appendix B. The moments for the first Volterra term of the full and reduced systems are respectively given by
The transfer functions for the second Volterra terms are two-dimensional and have the moments
4.3 Theory: reducers for synaptic input
We compare the ability of three reduced models to approximate the SIZ potential given synaptic conductances. The first reduced model was recently presented in Yan and Li (2011) . Given a small number of synaptic inputs at compartments { p j }, let the reducer Z and corresponding reduced matrices be given by
Such a reduced model is accurate but is limited by the number of synaptic inputs. The second reduced model is constructed from the reducer derived for injected input, presented in Section 4.1 and given by
The final reduced model we consider approximates y by y 1 , where the synaptic input is replaced by the corresponding injected input approximation. The resulting reduced model is given by Eq. (46) with N = 0. We compare the accuracy of the three models theoretically in Propositions 6 and 7 and numerically in Figs. 16 and 17. The theory is again presented in the context of monosynaptic input but can be generalized for polysynaptic input. 
Proof For the uniform cable, C = AC m I n , and thus (48) and plotted as a function of the distance between the synapse and SIZ. The error is independent of i if i < r, and we numerically find that the error decreases for j > 0 where
Let {θ k } and { q k } be the n eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G 1/2 PG −1/2 . Since P is a projector of rank r, each of its eigenvalues, θ k , and eigenvectors, q k = G −1/2 q k , obey θ k = 1 and q k ∈ sp(X) for k = 1, . . . , r;
where we used the fact that if Pq k = 0, then X T Gq k = 0 since both X andĜ −1 have full column rank. Therefore, 0 ≤ R ≤ 1. Fig. 16 Comparison of the reduced passive systems and the partial summations in the Volterra series given a single synaptic input at the midpoint of the cable. (a) Potential at the SIZ for the full system containing 100 compartments (solid black), the sum of the leading Volterra terms (dashed blue and green), and the reduced systems generated from Eq. (45) (dashed red) and Eq. (46) (solid red). (b) Relative 2-norm error in the SIZ potential for the sum of the leading Volterra terms (left) and for the two reduced systems (right). The output of the reduced system constructed from X converges to the sum of the first two Volterra terms By the symmetry of G 1/2 PG −1/2 , assume its eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis for R n , which permits the decomposition (45), it is independent of the synaptic input and does not grow with the number of synapses. Furthermore, since the relative error between M i0 andM i0 is less than one, it captures some of the nonlinearity incorporated by y 2 , providing a better approximate for the SIZ potential than does y 1 , the approximation given only injected input for whichM ij = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 .
We close by stimulating a CA1 pyramidal cell with fifty alpha conductances, 70% of which arrive at distal excitatory synapses and 30% of which arrive at proximal inhibitory synapses. The reducer Z can no longer be used, and the results shown in Fig. 17 again demonstrate that the reduced system generated from X incorporates much of the sublinear summation.
Conclusion
We construct morphologically accurate reduced models of the passive neuron given current injection, the quasiactive neuron given current injection, and the passive neuron given synaptic conductances. In each case the reduced model accurately reproduces the transmembrane potential at the SIZ, increases the efficiency of numerical simulations, can be represented by a circuit similar to that of the full model, and is constructed from a reducer that is input-independent and formed through a simple application of the Arnoldi procedure. Our numerical simulations illustrate that the reduced models are accurate given any general set of inputs, including the worst case scenario of square pulses with random onset times. We analyze their accuracy by examining the transfer functions evaluated along the imaginary axis to show that the reduced models perform well in theory as well as in practice.
Transient synaptic input currents can be approximated by the corresponding injected input currents for which the sublinear summation effect is ignored. The passive model then becomes a linear mapping from the injected input currents to the SIZ potential, and a classic Krylov subspace projection method gives rise to a reduced model represented by an RC circuit similar to the circuit representation of the full model. For both the full and reduced systems, the state variables represent the transmembrane potential within each compartment, and currents cross the membrane of each compartment according to the membrane capacitance and leakage conductance. The circuits are not identical, however, as the reduced circuit has an additional transmembrane current, and the reduced compartments are fully connected. Despite this increased density of connections, the reduced model increases the efficiency of simulations since accuracy is obtained using far fewer compartments than are needed in the full model. For example, in our simulations of a CA1 pyramidal cell, the reduced model accurately reproduces the SIZ potential using less than 1% of the number of compartments in the full model and has a speed-up factor of over ten.
The reducer is a matrix used to transform the full system into the reduced system and is chosen such that the transfer functions for the full and reduced systems agree at small frequencies, a desirable property since the transfer function for the passive neuron is a lowpass filter. Each column k of the reducer maps the inputs for the full system into the input for compartment k of the reduced system. The first column acts as the dendritic filter to attenuate each input as a function of the electrotonic distance between the corresponding synapse and SIZ. The subsequent columns are generated from the inverse iteration on the conductance matrix. As the columns depend only on the location of the SIZ and the intrinsic properties of the neuron (the membrane capacitance and conductance, the axial conductance, and the compartmental connectivity), the reducer and thus the reduced model are inputindependent.
The quasi-active system is represented by an RLC circuit. If the neuron has n compartments, then the last n state variables represent the transmembrane potential within each compartment, and each prior subgroup of n state variables represents the transmembrane current within each compartment dependent on the corresponding gating variable. We adapt a model reduction technique designed to preserve the block structure in the system's matrices (Li and Bai 2005) to preserve this RLC circuit structure. The state variables of the reduced system are analogous to those of the full system, and the reduced compartments again become fully connected. As was found in the passive case, however, accuracy in the SIZ potential requires relatively few compartments, and the reduced system is highly efficient despite the increase in density. For our simulations of a CA1 pyramidal cell consisting of sodium and potassium channels as well as the h-current, the reduced model accurately reproduces the SIZ potential using only 0.5% of the number of compartments in the full model and has a speed-up factor of almost one hundred.
The theory underlying the reduction of the quasiactive system is similar to the theory for the reduced passive system, but the transfer function is no longer a low-pass filter. Quasi-active neurons generally have a nonzero resonant frequency, which shifts the peak of the transfer function evaluated along the imaginary axis away from zero to create a band-pass filter. Furthermore, the poles of the transfer function shift closer to the real axis as the potential oscillations grow, and they cross into the right half of the complex plane for unstable systems. Despite these nuances, approximating the transfer function at small frequencies still produces an accurate reduced system given the physiological range of resonant frequencies.
The reduced model easily generalizes to the dendritic tree with a general morphology. When the peak conductance of an active channel varies, however, the reduced model generated from Eqs. (27) , as was done in Yan and Li (2011) . Although accurate, the resulting reduced system does not lend itself to a circuit representation.
The passive system given synaptic conductances is the most computationally complex system we consider as the SIZ potential has a nonlinear dependence on the synaptic input conductances. Despite this complexity we find that the SIZ potential is well-approximated by applying the reducer derived for the passive system given current injections. To analyze the accuracy of the resulting reduced system, we expand the SIZ potential for each system as a Volterra series in which each term is governed by a system of linear ODEs. The leading terms dominate the series, and for fast, small input conductances, only the first few terms make a noticeable contribution to the summation. We thus focus on the ability of the reduced model to capture the first two Volterra terms.
The reduced model quickly captures the first Volterra term as this term is nothing more than the response to current injections. Although the convergence is slower for subsequent Volterra terms, we show through both theory and numerical simulations that the reduced model captures much of the sublinear summation incorporated by the second Volterra term, always providing a better approximation of the SIZ potential than does the full model for which the synaptic input current is approximated by an injected input current. Given a small number of fixed synapses, the reduced model presented in Yan and Li (2011) is preferable as it requires the potential to be accurate at each synapse. This reduced model, however, depends on the synaptic locations and grows with the number of synapses, and thus our reduced model should be used for the general case in which synaptic input may arrive at any compartment, a necessary assumption for retaining the spatial specificity in the input signal.
The reduced models we present are unique as they not only accurately reproduce the SIZ potential, but they also preserve the underlying electrophysiology, have simple construction procedures, can be applied to any neuron, and are independent of the locations and number of inputs. A reduced model with these properties is a powerful tool for modeling neuronal activity as the input-output map of the reduced model can be analyzed and interpreted in terms of neuronal function. When modeling neurons for which the distribution of inputs is well-understood, such as the LGMD or CA1 pyramidal cell, the reduced model can be used not only for efficient numerical simulations but also to help elucidate functions performed in dendrites. and the two-dimensional transfer function H 2 does indeed map the input g to the output v 2 in the frequency domain. We now return to the computation of the kernel h 2 and corresponding transfer function. By Eq. (54) 
